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We are exploring the possibility of implementing a periodic (probably quarterly) bonus 
program based on the achievement of certain predetermined target numbers. The bonus 
program would apply to all full time employees. Once we start it, we might revise it to 
allocate the “bonus pool” differently to various departments, but that’s just an option for 
later. 
 
Would anyone like to share if they’re doing the same, in general terms how it’s structured, 
if you consider it successful, and if you could change it in any way, what would that be? 
 
 

 
We do not have anything like this in place but will be very interested in hearing what others are 
doing. 
 
 

 
We have no  Bonus  program  in place. 
 
 

 
If we have exceptional performance from a team member, a discretionary bonus is paid. There is 
no formal program other than the standard commission on the sale. 
 
 

 
We actually have a few bonus programs in place. 
 
We have a quarterly bonus program for our salaried CSR’s & Estimators based on sales 
percentages.  If quarterly sales are higher by a certain percentage they all get a small bonus, 
usually $150.00 per quarter.  We probably hit this 1-2 times a year. 
 
For Managers, we have a 4 tier monthly bonus program in place based on sales numbers.  The 
bonus can be anywhere from $125.00 to $750.00 per month. We might hit this 3-4 times per year. 
 
We also have a bonus program in place to help keep rerun costs down.  If we keep our reruns 
under 1% of sales produced in house then a bonus is given based on how much under the 1% 
we are.  This usually results in somewhere between $150-$200 per employee in the years that 
we are successful in meeting the goal. 
 
We really like this program and the salaried employees really look forward to it since it is an 
opportunity for them to earn a little extra whereas if we are busy the hourly employees earn more 
due to overtime. 
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We don’t have one.  I would be interested in how others are doing it. 
 
 

 
We do not have a program like this at this time but would be interested in the ideas. 
 
 

 
We do not have a program but would be interested to see what others ae doing. 
 
 

 
What I advise our clients on bonus programs is this. Keep it simple to communicate, and simple 
to monitor. 
 

1. Is this a one year bonus program or a forever bonus program? Because once you start it 
you may have difficulty in ending it. 

2. What are your company objectives? Gear the bonus program toward meeting the goals 
of the firm. If it’s top line growth….gear it to new customer, new business or new 
business within current clients. If its profitability, gear it towards Gross Margin increase. If 
it’s getting new clients/logos, pay on the # of new clients beyond a gate/quota. If an 
average job is selling 4 new clients a year, then pay in the 5th , 6th and 7th clients sold. 

3. If its improving customer service, based it on that….but you may be needing to do a 
Survey Monkey to get an idea of what your customers think of your services today vs. 
one year from now. 

4. Using and MBO philosophy, have 3-5 things the individual needs to do to earn the 
maximize bonus. 

5. Assuming it’s 5, you can either give them 20% of the total bonus after each one is 
completed….Or make the payout this: they get nothing by completing 2….50% when they 
complete 3; 75% when completing 4 and 100% when all five are completed. 

6. Or….you may want to the bonus based on % of their income 
7. Maybe just base the bonus on achieving company goals like growth or profit. 
8. I will have more ideas once I understand what this owner is trying to accomplish (They 

are free to contact me), but at least they have a few ideas for now. 
 
Gary Bozza 
President & Managing Partner 
WorldBridge Partners Chicago NW 
847.550.1300 x33 
garyb@worldbridgepartners.com  
 
 

 
We are not doing this type of a program. 
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We’ll do bonuses based upon group performance.  IE: Safety performance in warehouse – Goal 
> No lost time accidents for certain period of time.   
 
Need to make sure the goals are measurable and easy to identify behavior in the group having an 
effect on achievement of the goal.   If the measurables are too complicated it’s hard for 
individuals to understand how their performance impacts the final measurement.  
 
For financial based goal/bonuses, you need to make sure they don’t become a regular, easily 
achieved goal.  if the goal is reached easily each period, after time some expect this like a salary, 
more than a reward.  When it goes away you get the opposite of intended motivation. 
 
 

 
We have a plan in place that measures production metrics and pays the bonus quarterly.  Major 
factor is Labor Efficiency, minor factor is Scrap Efficiency and then there is a Quality (Returns and 
Allowances) factor that can be an adder or detractor to the bonus.  Both Labor and Scrap 
measures have planned values for every production order and we measure against those, in 
aggregate for the quarter.  Each measure has a Meets and Exceeds level with different payout 
amounts.  Profitability does not come into play in the program, as there are many factors of 
profitability that the majority of employees don't have control over - total volume, selling margin, 
etc.   They directly impact the production efficiencies.  Numbers are posted weekly, so everyone 
knows where things stand and there is no surprise at the end of the 13wk period as to the level of 
the bonus.  Yes, we could pay out a bonus in a period where there was a loss for the company.  
In theory, the loss is less than it would have been, had performance not been good enough to 
reach the payout level, as the program was developed to be self funding by improved 
performance.  There is a caveat that under extenuating circumstances, the program can be put 
on hold, such as the loss of major customers, impacting the profitability of the overall business. 
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We have a plan that took me a few years to figure out. Our people like it.  
It’s monthly – we pay about 45 days after close of each month. It has not been reviewed for 
compliance with state laws. 
 
Benefits of a bonus plan: 

1. It rewards hard and fast work.  
2. It makes people feel part of a team –  
3. Most production people are not motivated by money like your commission salespeople. 

It’s a different personality.  
4. Production staff love being appreciated – a team bonus says that. 
5. It compensates higher wage and salary people with larger bonuses.  
6. It doesn’t reward staff extra for overtime – we don’t want that.  
7. It needs to be a meaningful amount of money – or it becomes a negative and don’t do it.  
8. Having a bonus plan with a decent dollar amount allows us to turn wages into a variable 

cost – so we are closer to breakeven in slow periods, and make a few less dollars in 
profitable periods.  

9. Having a bonus plan means more job security for staff in slow periods of time.  
10. This bonus plan has allowed us to hire some staff that might not have joined our firm 

without some higher base pay.  
 
How we do this: 
At the end of each month, we review our profits for that month after financials are completed. 
Ownership looks at the profit for that month and then allocates a percentage of the profit to be 
shared with all full-time, permanent employees.  

 If we made a lot of profits, and have been running profitable, the amount of bonus is 
increased. 

 If we have been losing money for a while and hit a great month, we may only pay a 
minimal amount into the bonus pool or none – the company needs to be profitable to stay 
in business. 

 We share financial information at staff meetings so folks understand that if they make 
profits go up by cutting waste, spoilage, downtime, etc., they benefit in a tangible way.  

 The dollars get allocated to all employees in proportion to the amount of straight-time 
wages they earned from working in that same period.  

o If a person was on vacation for a week, those wages are removed from their 
bonus calculation.  

o If someone worked overtime, at time and an half, the half portion gets deducted 
from the amount of bonus they get paid. (The State dictated that they get extra 
pay for the extra time and if someone hogs a lot of overtime, we don’t want that 
person hogging all the bonus paid.) 

 
We have it all spreadsheeted out for the entire full time staff so calculations are pretty quick and 
not too painful for accounting. The spreadsheet allows us to look at What-If bonus amounts.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


